Functional details of the basal ganglia as related to the spatial organization of their fibers in cortex and thalamus.
This study compared the results of experimental-morphological and physiological studies in which facts were obtained regarding the functional and morphological heterogeneity of the basal ganglia. Experiments were done on dogs in order to study delayed responses and Hunterian delayed choice responses. Electrical and chemical stimulation of striopallidal structures and recording of spike activity in neurons were done in cats during the formation of conditioned reflexes. Morphological studies were done on cats and dogs by the technique of axon-terminal degeneration. On the basis of an analysis of our own data and data in the literature we have advanced the hypothesis that: 1)There is a correlation between the general features of the disturbance in higher nervous activity and the overlap of striopallidal projections onto cortical and thalamic structures; 2) in a series of cases the behavioral disturbance after shut-off or stimulation of the thalamic structures; 2) in a series of cases the behavioral disturbance after shut-off or stimulation of the basal ganglia can be correlated with the topical details of their projection onto cortical fields and thalamic nuclei.